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 A  Brief
Pegasus Equipments is a 10 year old company, 

with exclusive focus on design, development of 

complete range of products in the fields on RFID, 

Biometrics and Locks, thereby providing 

comprehensive solutions on Time Attendance, 

Access Control, Hotel Locks, Parking, Employee 

Identification, Visitor Management, Canteen 

Management, Campus Management, Apartment 

Security,  among others.

  has been a pioneer in ushering new 

technologies, creating innovations in the field of 

biometrics and integrating all the hardware 

produced by Pegasus into a single common 

software platform, thereby providing seamless 

integration and easy accessibility for all its users.  

Pegasus was a pioneer in introducing "Auto 

Adapt" feature in fingerprint in the middle of last 

decade, and was also one among the firsts to 

introduce built in Web-Servers in the multi door 

controller and finger print terminals in 2008!

   houses its software development and 

hardware design division in India and sub-

contracts the manufacturing of its products to 

well established manufacturers in China, thereby 

providing you with the best of both software and 

hardware.  With the time zone difference and 

Pegasus offices being strategically placed, a 

client of Pegasus can be assured of support being 

available almost round the clock.

 was awarded ISO 

9001 certification in the year 2008 for its offices 

and most of the products of Pegasus are CE 

approved, ROHS Compliant, FCC Certified for its 

keen focus on quality in design and 

developmental process.

Pegasus Equipments Pvt Ltd,

Principles  of  Fingerprint  Biometrics
A fingerprint is made of a a number of ridges and valleys on the surface of the finger. Ridges are the upper skin 
layer segments of the finger and valleys are the lower segments. The ridges form so-called minutia points: ridge 
endings (where a ridge end) and ridge bifurcations (where a ridge splits in two). Many types of minutiae exist, 
including dots (very small ridges), islands (ridges slightly longer than dots, occupying a middle space between 
two temporarily divergent ridges), ponds or lakes (empty spaces between two temporarily divergent ridges), 
spurs (a notch protruding from a ridge), bridges (small ridges joining two longer adjacent ridges), and 
crossovers (two ridges which cross each other).

The uniqueness of a fingerprint can be determined by the pattern of ridges and furrows as well as the minutiae 
points. There are five basic fingerprint patterns: arch, tented arch, left loop, right loop and whorl. Loops make 
up 60% of all fingerprints, whorls account for 30%, and arches for 10%.

Fingerprints are usually considered to be unique, with no two fingers having the exact same dermal ridge 
characteristics.

How  Does  Fingerprint  Biometrics  Work
The main technologies used to capture the fingerprint image with sufficient detail are optical, silicon, and 
ultrasound.

There are two main algorithm families to recognize fingerprints:

?Minutia matching compares specific details within the fingerprint ridges. At registration (also called 
enrollment), the minutia points are located, together with their relative positions to each other and their 
directions. At the matching stage, the fingerprint image is processed to extract its minutia points, which 
are then compared with the registered template.

?Pattern matching compares the overall characteristics of the fingerprints, not only individual points. 
Fingerprint characteristics can include sub-areas of certain interest including ridge thickness, 
curvature, or density. During enrollment, small sections of the fingerprint and their relative distances 

are extracted from the fingerprint. Areas of 
interest are the area around a minutia point, 
areas with low curvature radius, and areas with 
unusual combinations of ridges.

Issues  with  Fingerprint  Systems

The tip of the finger is a small area from which to take 
measurements, and ridge patterns can be affected by 
cuts, dirt, or even wear and tear. Acquiring high-quality 

images of distinctive fingerprint ridges and minutiae is complicated task.

People with no or few minutia points (surgeons as they often wash their hands with strong detergents, builders, 
people with special skin conditions) cannot enroll or use the system. The number of minutia points can be a 
limiting factor for security of the algorithm. Results can also be confused by false minutia points (areas of 
obfuscation that appear due to low-quality enrollment, imaging, or fingerprint ridge detail).

Note: There is some controversy over the uniqueness of fingerprints. The quality of partial prints is however the 
limiting factor. As the number of defining points of the fingerprint become smaller, the degree of certainty of 
identity declines. There have been a few well-documented cases of people being wrongly accused on the basis of 
partial fingerprints.

Benefits of Fingerprint Biometric Systems

?Easy to use

?Economical

?Small size

?Low power

?Non-intrusive

?Large database already available

Applications of  Fingerprint  Biometrics

Products from                  include:

LF - Low Frequency - 125 KHz Card readers, Long 

range readers, Controllers

HF - High Frequency - 13.56 MHz Card readers, Gate 

Antenna, Controllers

UHF - Ultra High Frequency - 868 MHz ~ 928 MHz 

Card readers

Single Door Controllers

Multi Door Controllers

Fingerprint Readers, Controllers

Face Recognition Systems

Locks

Electromagnetic Locks (EM)

Electric Strikes

Drop bolt Locks

Shear Locks

RFID Integrated Stand Alone Locks

Mifare integrated Hotel Locks

Boom Barriers

Turnstiles

Slide Gates

Accessories

Video Door Phones, Audio Door Phones

Anti Theft Systems / Electronic Article Surveillance

Solutions

Time Attendance

Access Control

Access Control Integrated with CCTV

Visitor Management

Parking

Hotel Lock Solutions

Canteen Management

Campus Management
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Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a generic term that is 
used to describe a system that transmits the identity (in the 
form of a unique serial number) of an object or person 
wirelessly, using radio waves. It's grouped under the broad 
category of automatic identification technologies.

RFID is in use all around us. If you have ever chipped your pet 
with an ID tag, used Automatic pass through a toll booth,  
you've used RFID. In addition, RFID is increasingly used with 
biometric technologies for security.

Unlike ubiquitous UPC bar-code technology, RFID 
technology does not require contact or line of sight for 
communication. RFID data can be read through the human 
body, clothing and non-metallic materials.

A basic RFID system consists of three components:

?An antenna or coil

?A transceiver (with decoder)

?A transponder (RF tag) electronically   programmed 
with unique information

?The antenna emits radio signals to activate the tag and 
to read and write data to it.

?The reader emits radio waves in ranges of anywhere 
from one inch to 100 feet or more, depending upon its 
power output and the radio frequency used. When an 
RFID tag passes through the electromagnetic zone, it 
detects the reader's activation signal.

?The reader decodes the data encoded in the tag's 
integrated circuit (silicon chip) and the data is passed 
to the host computer for processing.

The purpose of an RFID system is to enable data to be 
transmitted by a portable device, called a tag, which is read 
by an RFID reader and processed according to the needs of a 
particular application. The data transmitted by the tag may 
provide identification or location information, or specifics 
about the product tagged, such as price, color, date of 
purchase, etc. RFID technology has been used by thousands 
of companies for a decade or more. . RFID quickly gained 
attention because of its ability to track moving objects. As the 
technology is refined, more pervasive - and invasive - uses for 
RFID tags are in the works.

A typical RFID tag consists of a microchip attached to a radio 
antenna mounted on a substrate. The chip can store as much 
as 2 kilobytes of data.

COMPONENTS

To retrieve the data stored on an RFID tag, you need a reader. 
A typical reader is a device that has one or more antennas that 
emit radio waves and receive signals back from the tag. The 
reader then passes the information in digital form to a 
computer system. 

Asset Tracking  It's no surprise that asset tracking is one of 
the most common uses of RFID. Companies can put RFID 
tags on assets that are lost or stolen often, that are 
underutilized or that are just hard to locate at the time they 
are needed. Just about every type of RFID system is used for 
asset management. 

Manufacturing RFID has been used in manufacturing plants 
for more than a decade. It's used to track parts and work in 
process and to reduce defects, increase throughput and 
manage the production of different versions of the same 
product.

RFID technology has been used in closed loop supply chains 
or to automate parts of the supply chain within a company's 
control for years. 

As standards emerge, companies are increasingly turning to 
RFID to track shipments among supply chain partners.

Retailers such as Best Buy, Metro, Target, Tesco and Wal-
Mart are in the forefront of RFID adoption. These retailers are 
currently focused on improving supply chain efficiency and 
making sure product is on the shelf when customers want to 
buy it.

RFID is all the rage in the supply chain world, but the 
technology is also catching on as a convenient payment 
mechanism. One of the most popular uses of RFID today is to 
pay for road tolls without stopping. These active systems have 
caught on in many countries, and quick service restaurants 
are experimenting with using the same active RFID tags to 
pay for meals at drive-through windows.

RFID has long been used as an electronic key to control who 
has access to office buildings or areas within office buildings. 
The first access control systems used low-frequency RFID 
tags. Recently, vendors have introduced 13.56 MHz systems 
that offer longer read range. The advantage of RFID is it is 
convenient (an employee can hold up a badge to unlock a 
door, rather than looking for a key or swiping a magnetic stripe 
card) and because there is no contact between the card and 
reader, there is less wear and tear, and therefore less 
maintenance. 

As RFID technology evolves and becomes less expensive and 
more robust, it's likely that companies and RFID vendors will 
develop many new applications to solve common and unique 
business problems.

CURRENT AND POTENTIAL USES OF RFID

Supply Chain Management 

Retailing 

Payment Systems 

Security and Access Control 

Tag/
Transponder

Reader/
Antenna

(Interrogator)

Computer
and Software/
Infrastrucuture
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SPECIFICATIONS

PM110

No

PM811

13.56 MHz

<10 cm

Yes

12V DC*

20% - 80% RH, Non Condensing
o o- 15  C ~ 55 C

Yes

PM500

No

RS485, Weigand 26 and other Formats Avilable USB, RS232

Operating Frequency

Read Range

Keypad

Power-Voltage

Humidity

Operating Temperature

Weather Proof

Dimensions

Weight

Data Format

Features

13.56 MHz, (ISO 14443A, 

 ISO 14443B, ISO 15693)

94 (L) x 43 (w)x 15(H) mm 114 (L) x 79 (W) x 30 (H) mm 110 (L) x 80 (W) x 26 (H) mm

300 grams300 grams100 grams

PP-110
PPH-9210-60

SPECIFICATIONS

PP110

<10 cm

No

PP811

125 KHz

<10 cm

Yes

PFH9210-60

<100 cm

No

12V DC*

20% - 80% RH, Non Condensing
o o- 15  C ~ 55 C

Yes

RS485, Weigand 26 and other Formats Avilable

* 5V DC option available on request.

Operating Frequency

Read Range

Keypad

Power - Voltage

Humidity

Operating Temperature

Weather Proof

Dimensions

Weight

Data Format

PM-811
PM-811

PM-500

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compact Size, Contactless Reading Technology

Passive Contactless cards / tags / key fobs need no battery

Epoxy Filled weather proof construction ensures optimum performance at all environments

Easy to Install

Brand new design

CPU Watch Dog function to prevent malfunction

WG 26 / 32 / 44 / 64, RS485, RS232, USB  and other formats of data output available

94 (L) x 43 (w)x 15(H) mm

100 grams

114 (L) x 79 (W) x 30 (H) mm

300 grams

270 (L) x 37 (W) x 270 (H) mm

2.2 kg

Features

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compact Size, Contactless Reading Technology

Passive Contactless cards / tags / key fobs need no battery

Epoxy Filled weather proof construction ensures optimum performance at all environments

Easy to Install

Brand new design

CPU Watch Dog function to prevent malfunction

WG 26 / 32 / 44 / 64, RS485, RS232, USB  and other formats of data output available

Features 

PM-110

Features 
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Features 

PR900 UHF Reader Model No. : PR900

Applications

Model No.

Frequency

Consumption

Power

Storage Temperature

Oprating Temperature

Antenna

Angle

Stable Distance

Communication

Dimensions

Weight

PR900

902-928MHz

< 10W

<= 30dBm

-50 ~+80

-30 ~+75

7dBI circular polarization

60degree

5m

WG26/32/34,RS232/485(highest 115200bps) 10/100M TCP/IP

230x230x65mm

1.5KG

ISO18000-6C(EPC G2)

Provide DEMO

EPC -G2 all functions supported: single tag identification,

multi-tag identification, Lock Tag,

Read&Write, Enroll tag, destroy tag

ID filtration Or ID Area identification

Configuration: support online configuration, and save the present configuration at the same 

time standard API port:provide DLL , support VC,VB,Delphi ect. Developing

Printer Router

Internet

Switch

Payroll

Switch

Router

Pegasus Glasshour
Central Database

Customizable

Car Parking

Time Attendance Access Control

PC Host

TCP/IP

RS485/WEIGAND
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4 Door Controller

PN4000TCP FEATURES SPECIFICATIONS

Power Supply 

Temperature

Humidity

Output Port

Input Port

Communication

RS485 Reader

Time Zone

Door Open Time

Operation Mode

Inter lock

Alarm Time

Fire Alarm

User

Log

Alarm Record

Holiday

Remote Door Open

Data Transfer

12V DC, 300 MA

-20 - 50

-10% ~ 95% R.H

6

10

TCP/IP 10M, support gateway and domain name

8

8 time zone per user

1 ~ 65535 seconds

Card, Card + Card, Card + PIN, PIN

Door 1 & Door 2, Door 3 & Door 4

1 ~ 65535 seconds

1 ~ 65535 seconds

50,000

60,000 transaction records

50,000 events

Max. 200 holiday 

Support

TCP/IP, Auto Upload

Fingerprint Identification Time & 
Attendance Recorder
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16 Bit Micro Processor

Built in True TCPIP

Built in Web Server

50,000 card memory

60,000 transaction memory

Connects 8 card readers

4 lock outputs

4 exit  switch outputs

4 Door Monitoring / Door Sensor Inputs

Anti Pass Back Function (Local & Global)

Time Zone Function

Card + Pin Function

Fire Alarm Input & Output

Auxiliary Alarm Input & Output

Door Interlocking

Card, Card + Card, Card+ PIN, PIN modes

Plug & Play

New Case with Built in Power supply, Battery 
charger (Optional)

Compatible!

®

PMD4WR
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 32 Bit Micro Processor

HID Compatible

Built in True TCPIP

Built in Web Server

50,000 card memory

60,000 transaction memory

Connects 8 card readers

4 lock outputs

4 exit  switch outputs

4 Door Monitoring / Door Sensor Inputs

Anti Pass Back Function (Local & Global)

Time Zone Function

Card + Pin Function

Fire Alarm Input & Output

Auxiliary Alarm Input & Output

Door Interlocking

Card, Card + Card, Card+ PIN, PIN modes

Plug & Play

New Case with Built in Power supply, Battery charger (Optional)

Specifications is same as 4 Door Controller 
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LIFT ACCESS CONTROLLER 

?800 users

?Card + Pin Function

?Exit Card Reader Port 
(Optional)

?Exit Switch Input

?Sleek new case

?Low Power Consumption

?Response time of less than 
0.35 seconds

?Easy Installation

?12V DC Operation

?Ergonomically Designed

?3 X 4 Keypad

?Lock Output

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Frequency 

User Capacity

Read Range

Exit Card Reader Port

Operation Temperature

Humidity

Power Supply

Keypad

Lock output

PP86 PP86A PP86 PP86A

88(L) X 32 (W) X 108 (H) mm

125 KHz 13.56 MHz

800 cards + PIN

>= 10 cm >=5 cm

NA Available NA Available

-10OC ~ 70OC

10% to 90% 

12V DC

3 X 4 keypad

EM Lock, Electric Lock and  Drop Bolt locks supported

PP-86 / PP86A / PM86 / PM86A

Features 

TMSecurity at your fingertips
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TCP/IP Stand alone Access control and 
Time Attendance TerminalT3T3T3

SPECIFICATIONS

User Capacity 10,000 Cards; 

Transaction Capacity 30,000 Records

Network TCP/IP/Standalone 

Data Push Software with complete Access control and time attendance function.

Outputs Available TTL for connecting lock, door sensor, exit button, alarm

Size 169*152*40(mm)

LCD Panel 4  lines, 16 characters each line (User name, ID number,  time, date)

Keypad 4*4 keypad with 4 function keys

Audio Visual Indicator Red LED (Access denied)// Green LED (Access granted) with Audible Beep

Housing Material ABS

Power 220V, 50Hz input, 9-12V output

Operating Temperature 0°C-40°C

Operating Humidity 20%-90%

ISO Card Clamshell Key Tag

Type Features

EM Card, Clamshell 125 KHz Passive Proximity cards with / without serial numbers / Card Numbers

EM Card, ISO 125 KHz Passive Proximity cards with / without serial numbers / Card Numbers

EM Key Tag 125 KHz Passive Proximity Key Tags with / without serial numbers / Card Numbers

HID Card, Clamshell 125 KHz Passive HID Proximity cards with / without serial numbers / Card Numbers

HID Card, ISO 125 KHz Passive HID Proximity cards with / without serial numbers / Card Numbers

Temic T5557, Clamshell 125 KHz Passive Proximity cards with / without serial numbers / Card Numbers

Mifare Card, ISO 13.56 MHz  cards with / without serial numbers / Card Numbers

Mifare Combo Card, ISO 13.56 MHz & 125 KHz  cards with / without serial numbers / Card Numbers

UHF Card, ISO 824 MHz ~ 928 MHz, Gen II Cards

UHF Combo Card, ISO UHF + Mifare / UHF + EM combo cards, ISO Size





Regional Office : 
Add: #415, 3rd Floor, Ramphal Chowk, 
         Sector-7, Dwarka, 
         New Delhi 110095
Ph:  +91 11 2507 4778 / 79 / 80
Fax:+91 11 2507 4793

Corporate Office :
#361,3rd Floor,8th Main,
Basaveshwar Nagar,
Bangalore 560 079.India

Ph:  +91 80 2323 6001
Fax:+91 80 2323 6002

Add:

Pegasus Equipments Pvt. Ltd.

Add: # 1802 B, Shandong Building
Nanhai Street, Nanshang District
Shenzhen, China-518054

Tel: +86-755-2641 7573

Fax: +86-755-2641 7345

Pegasus Equipments Ltd.,
China Representative Office :

TM
Security at your fingertips
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